Disaster, Emergency Management, & Security Solutions

“1.2 million lives were lost; 1.7 trillion dollars of damage was done, and 2.9 billion people were affected due to global disasters that occurred between 2002 and 2012.”

(United Nations, 2012)

Urban-Air Port® is the primary micro-airport infrastructure-as-a-Service provider you can rely on in disaster, civil emergency, and security operations. We support critical Disaster, Emergency Management and Security missions with our ground-breaking, rapidly deployable multiple EVTOL airport infrastructure. Our micro-airports support zero carbon, off grid, rapid deployment solutions for emergency, security, humanitarian, and disaster relief operations.

Traditional airports require expensive runways, mains connections, and fixed infrastructure costs, but Urban-Air Ports® allow for increased autonomous movement of critical supplies, equipment, and people into and out of operational frontiers.

Our scalable Air One®, Terra One®, and Marine One® EVTOL infrastructure can be positioned as Forward Operating Bases (FOBs) purposefully designed to seamlessly integrate with traditional multimodal logistical supply lines. We support land, rooftop and seaborne operations and our infrastructure supports a wide array of manned and unmanned drone ecosystems. Urban-Air Ports® can be assembled as key back up options where traditional airports and seaports have sustained damage or other critical infrastructure has been compromised. Our pre-certified and ready-to-deploy Urban-Air Ports® can be ordered and stored on retainer, discretely across city locations in close proximity to areas known for attack compromise and when required can be rapidly deployed relocated or repositioned with ease as your operational needs grow and change.
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